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 WARNING ABOUT ROCK CLIMBING 
 
Climbing is a sport which can result in serious injury or death. Read the advice below before 
you climb using this guide. 
 
In Oman you climb entirely at your own risk. There is no mountain rescue or specialist 
assistance available in the event of an accident in the mountains. Medical attention could take 
a very long time to arrive, if at all, at the scene of an accident. Climbers take full responsibility 
for their safety and the safety of their partners.  
 
The author cannot assure the accuracy of the information in this guide, including the route 
descriptions and the difficulty ratings. These are subjective and depend on the physical 
characteristics such as height, experience, technical ability, confidence and physical fitness of 
the climber who supplied the ratings. The physical condition of the rock or the fixed equipment 
may be modified by weather extremes, rockfall or vandalism.  
 
Therefore be warned that you must exercise your own judgement with regards to the route 
location, description, difficulty and your ability to safely protect yourself from the risks of rock 
climbing. Examples of these risks are: falling due to technical difficulty or holds breaking off, 
falling rock, climbing equipment  dropped by other climbers, equipment failure and failure of 
protection including fixed protection such as bolts.  
 
You should not depend on any information gleaned from this guide for your personal safety. 
Your safety depends on your own experience, equipment  and climbing skill. If you have any 
doubt as to your ability to safely climb any route described in this guide, do not attempt it.  
 
Introduction 
  
Wadi Maih is situated about 20 minutes from Muscat on the Quriyat road and leads off to the 
left to Yiti. There are around 60 traditional climbs in Wadi Maih which are described in the 
“Rock Climbing in Oman” guidebook by R.A. MacDonald (p.45-96).  The book describes two 
climbs on the Scorpion buttress: The Scorpion and Crocodile Chimney. Two other routes are 
described in this guide, and all routes were climbed by the author in 1996 using a self belay 
device. The rock is limestone and the climbs on the buttress are occasionally loose and dusty, 
with crumbling rock bands running across the cliff. The buttress remains in the shade until 
around midday in the summer, and then the rock starts to heat up rapidly. In the winter the sun 
is on the cliff for 2-3 hours in the afternoon and it is climbable all day.  There is a walk off to the 
left (facing the cliff) down a scree slope.  
 
The wadi can be busy in the mornings with cars and taxis and heavy trucks but gets quieter in 
the afternoon. The noise and dust do not affect you up on the higher cliffs but make the 
roadside climbs less pleasant.  
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Gear and Ethics 
 
The rock is generally loose and belayers should wear a helmet and take a protected stance. 
Be aware that rocks cleaned from the routes may bounce all the way down to the wadi bed 
and may reach your car, so park it near the road or to the side of the buttress. The routes are 
equipped with 10mm expansion bolts and all the belays have two bolts connected with chain 
and a ring for descending. All the routes can be climbed with a 50m rope. Eight or nine 
quickdraws are enough for all the pitches. The rock is generally loose and each hold must be 
checked to see if it is solid.  
 
How to Get There 
 
Wadi Maih is around 20 minutes from the Hattat House flyover/roundabout. This is the one if 
your are heading for Ruwi and you pass Toyota and Honda, it is signposted ‘Al Amerat & 
Quraiyat’. Heading out through Wadi Adai, past 5 O’Clock Rock, then past Al Amerat with the 
big satellite dishes, and take a left at the last roundabout heading for Quraiyat. After 24km from 
the Hattat House flyover, turn left for Yiti. The blacktop ends after 1.3km from the main road, 
carry on another 2.4 km on graded/blacktop to come to the Scorpion Buttress on the right.  
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The Approach 
 
Park your car to the extreme left or right of the buttress as loose rocks can easily bounce as far 
as the wadi bed. Take the water worn slabs immediately below Crocodile Chimney and then 
head left up a 3m step to the scree slope. Head up the scree slope and the approach can be 
made from the left or right, but in both cases a 5m high protective buttress running right along 
the cliff protects the start of the climbs. On the right, after leaving the scree slope, at a tree, 
(look for the cairns) the short buttress can be climbed with an easy step into a crack, marked at 
the top by a cairn. The approach takes 15 minutes with a heavy pack.   
 
The Climbs 
 
Chimney Choice was bolted by the author over several days, with Vincent Van Engelen 
bolting one memorable pitch (his first) on a day in June 2008. Both climbers were feeling fresh 
at midday after 4 hours of climbing and bolting, so they carried on despite the sun being on the 
face. After running out of water at two o’clock, a retreat to the base on the cliff and some re-
hydration was called for. However by this time the rocks were heating up and the retreat down 
the scree slope to the car was an epic, with both climbers suffering heat exhaustion and 
severe cramps on reaching the car.  
 
The first pitch of Chimney Choice has a ‘pulpit’ style roof to pull over, which goes at around 
6B+/6C. There is very little for the feet and the rock below the roof is crumbly. The rest of the 
climb can be done at 5b (the right hand chimney is around 6b), so a sling (or etrier) can be 
fixed to the bolt just above the lip of the overhang as an aid move to allow intermediate 
climbers to go on to the top. This climb splits after the second pitch with a choice of chimneys, 
a wider one on the right and a narrower one on the left.  
 
Two Battery Blitz was put up by the author in 7 hours, bolting from the bottom up, with a trip 
to the base in the afternoon for a spare battery. It is a very steady climb with no major cruxes, 
overall grade 5c. 
 
Scorpion was always difficult to protect as a trad climb and one or two pieces of protection per 
pitch was all you could hope for. The top pitch was a very dusty corner which was difficult to 
protect and had caused one climber to have a serious fall in the past.  
 
The first pitch of the Scorpion was bolted early in 2008 by a willing army of climbers including 
Ben, Steve, Tony, Bill, Jamie and Ray. The remaining pitches were bolted later by Ray with 
help of Jamie and Tony.  
 
Crocodile Chimney was also bolted by the author in one day, bottom up with a self belay 
device. It is “adventure” climbing with a loose rock band on the third pitch. The author has 
painful memories of passing this loose stuff when he climbed it in 1996. However with 6 bolts 
in the first 15m of this pitch, it is now well protected.  
 
All the climbs are more adventure climbing rather than “sport climbing” and you have to check 
every hold before pulling on it. Belayers not only need a helmet but need to mind their stance 
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and stay close in to the rock. Some of the loose rock has been removed, but much more 
remains and debris from cleaning still needs to be cleared.  
 
 
Description 
The climbs are described from left to right.  
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Chimney Choice is 25 metres to the left of Two Battery Blitz and is an obvious 
line up to the 2 chimneys. The overhang on the first pitch is easily spotted (see 
photos below). A bolt is set at the bottom for belaying:  
 
1  25m 6c Up the first section to the obvious block with forms a roof. Here you 

have to ease yourself into the crumbly bowl beneath the overhang, 
clip into the bolt in the roof, then taking care not to pull on anything 
too hard, pop your head over the lip to clip the bolt above the roof. 
You can then unclip the lower one. The roof is turned by working 
your feet up very carefully on the crumbly rock below and reaching 
high for the good holds. This move is around 6c and is quite 
exposed, but if you hang a sling or Etrier from the bolt above the 
roof you can make an aid move, just to get on with the climb. After 
the crux, a short section takes you to a slight overhang above 
which is the belay.  

 
2  25m 5b At the belay anchor, ignore the bolt in the middle of the face on the 

left, it was placed there for exploration. The second pitch is 
straightforward and takes you up to the right hand of the two 
belays.  

    
   You get a choice on pitch 3. You can go straight up the wide 

chimney at around 6b or move left to another anchor and go up the 
left hand crack/chimney at around 5b. 

 
3  25m 6b (Right) This is a short but strenuous pitch of around 10m of 

chimney to a belay anchor followed by an optional 15m of gully to 
the final belay anchor. (total of 10 bolts) 

 
   Or………… 
 
3  25m 5b (Left) Stepping 5 metres to the left , you find another belay which 

leads up an easier chimney/crack system to a belay just below the 
lip of the shelf at the top. (8 bolts).  

  
   After ascending the left side, you can walk back from here into the 

gully on the right to find the top belay of the right hand chimney. 
This descends for 15m into a wide gully to another belay anchor 
just above the wide chimney.  
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Vincent Van Engelen looking fresh as he sets out to bolt Chimney Choice and 
later after he pulls over the crux on the first pitch. 
 
 
 

               
 
 
Two views of the overhang on the first pitch of Chimney Choice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Overhang 
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Chimney Choice: Left hand chimney.                  Right hand chimney, Pitch 3. 
 
 
 
 
Two Battery Blitz is 25m to the right of Chimney Choice, 10 metres to the left of 
Scorpion, a bolt is set at the bottom for belaying:  
 
1  25m 5c Up the initial buttress and across the ramp. A strenuous squeeze 

past a hanging block and a short climb to the belay (6 bolts).  
 
2  25m 5b Steady climbing to the next belay (7 bolts). 
 
3  25m 5b The rock gets better as you approach a short diagonal to the belay 

(6 bolts). 
 
4  20m 5c Follow a chimney section with a short detour to the right past loose 

rock to get into on the final left hand corner which the best part of 
the climb (5 bolts). 

 
 
 

Overhang 
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The Scorpion is another 10m to the right of Two Battery Blitz. Start at the bottom 
of the crack system at the left side of the broad central face of the buttress.  
 
1  25m 5b Up the initial buttress and across the ramp. A strenuous move off 

the ramp takes you up to the belay.   
 
2  25m 5b A mix of crack, chimney and face climbing to a shaded belay.  
 
3  25m 5b Face climbing on hollow sounding rock, look for a No.2 Friend stuck 

behind a flake.  
 
4  25m 6a Scramble up the slope to the corner and one or two strenuous 

moves on dusty rock takes you up to a hanging belay. If you decide 
to top out, a bolt has been placed in the rock at the back of the 
ramp at the top, as additional safety when approaching the edge.  

 
 
 
 
Crocodile Chimney: the bolted route on the same level as Scorpion, 45 metres 
to the right and starts just as the ledge pinches out. It takes a diagonal route to 
the base of the chimney proper. A bolt is set at the bottom for belaying:  
 
1  20m 4c Climb diagonally up the short buttresses to the ledge. Beware of 

the leaning stacks of blocks to your right (4 bolts).   
 
2  20m 5a Bridge up to a slight overhang, passing this leaves a 10m scramble 

to the next belay (5 bolts). 
 
3  23m 6b The obvious loose band is started on the right, moving left under 

the overhang.  Good holds above the overhang but nothing solid for 
the feet. Well protected (8 bolts).  

 
4  22m 5b Chimney climbing on good rock (6 bolts). 
 
5  15m 6a The overhanging block is passed on the right, with a chockstone 

providing a good hold until you find your feet (3 bolts). 
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The author bolting on Crocodile Chimney 
 
 

                
 
View from the top of Crocodile Chimney.      View from the top of 2 Battery Blitz. 


